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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the eleventh edition of the
Checker Cab Club newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your,
Checker please feel free to submit all
content to the email address on the right
side of this page.
So what’s new in this issue? You find an
update for our August 2017 Checker Cab
Club Conventions in Union, Illinois at the
Union Rail Museum. We’ll be able to
display our Checkers along side the
greatest trains and locomotives in the US.
Additionally we’ll be able to visit

The Historic Auto Attractions
Museum of in Roscoe, Illinois to
view the Oswald Checker getaway
car used in the 1963 JFK assignation.

In this issue we’ll present two
member profiles: Checker mechanic
extraordinaire Andy Taylor and
Checker photographer Bill Crawford.
Also in the issue is a full story of the
Checker Model C prototype
developed after World War II and.
Please enjoy issue: volume 2 issue 5.
Next issue, we’ll showcase the
proposed Checker merger with
International Harvester

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
1957 Checkers
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Checker Cab Club Conventions 2017
The Illinois Railway Museum is the largest railroad
museum in the United States and is located in Union,
Illinois, 55 miles (89 km) northwest of Chicago.

August 18, 19 and 20th

Since 1957 the museum’s mission is to demonstrate
the vital role railroads have played in the growth of the
Chicago area as well as the United States as a whole.
There are over 450 pieces of prototype equipment in its
collection as well as numerous displays. Visitors may
ride on some of the museum's electric, steam and
diesel powered train

Roscoe,
Illinois

More detail to follow on the website
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C.O.P.D The Disorder and How Andy
Taylor Contracted It

how does Andy know so much about a very obscure
automobile? Andy has a metal disorder known in
our hobby as C.O.P.D.
C.O.P.D and acronym for Checker Obsessive
Possession Disorder. Bottom line this disorder
renders its victims with the inability to leave any
Checker where it was found. This disorder afflicts
many of our club members, typical symptoms:

Our Checker Cab Club Facebook friend Andy Taylor is
known as one of the most knowledgeable Checker
technicians in the world. We Checker fans are
constantly challenging Andy’s knowledge with our
Checker related questions, but have you ever asked
yourself,

•Scouring the weeds in the country within a 500 mile
radius of home looking for Checkers
•Hunting Craigslist for Checkers on an hourly basis
•Yelling “ROAD TRIP” every time one is seen for
sale on the Checker Cab Club Facebook wall
•Owning so many Checkers, it looks like a car show
on the curb when you move them to mow the yard
•Active selling of Checkers to buy more Checkers
•Being known at the local auto store as “that crazy
guy with all the old cabs”
There is no known cure for this disorders but
thankfully, it is treatable. In Andy’s case it was vital
to have an understanding wife.
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was 17, while on one of those great adventures, he
came across an old grey car in the weeds behind a
house.
Several weeks earlier Andy’s father had
promised Andy that, if Andy could get an old car
runable, his father would buy insurance and tags to
put the car on the road. The Checker Andy found
in the weeds was equipped with an early 1964
Continenal engine Checker, the same engine
found in many farm tractors and fork lifts.

Andy made the long drive from Missouri to Indiana just to infect others with
his Checker disorder

How did Andy develop this disorder? According to
Andy, his mom and dad would go to Russellville ,
Kentucky twice a month, “we lived on the farm, so
going anywhere was a treat”. While in town his parents
would allow Andy to roam around the city. When he

One look and Andy knew he had to get his hand on
the old grey Checker. According to the elderly lady
who owned the Checker, it was won in a poker
game, served as the family car, developed a miss
and was parked years earlier. Andy asked if he
could have the car, the lady said “go ahead and
take the car, but promise to come by and
mow the yard once a week for the Summer”. Andy
struck a deal and pushed that mower until his
tounge hung out!
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One look and Andy knew he had to get his hand on the
old grey Checker. According to the elderly lady who
owned the Checker, it was won in a poker game,
served as the family car, developed a miss and was
parked years earlier. Andy asked if he could have the
car, the lady said “go ahead and take the car, but
promise to come by and mow the yard once a week for
the Summer”. Andy struck a deal and pushed that
mower until his tounge hung out!

it was the coolest car ever. It was probably at this
point that Andy contracted C.O.P.D. Andy drove that
first Checker 18 years, he eventually parted it out in
the mid 90s, but wishes he still had it in his current
fleet.
According to Andy, his friends and school mates
didn’t share his love of the Checker. His high school
friends dubbed it “The Nerdmobile”,

With the help of a friend he to pulled it home, later
when his father came home, according to Andy: he
took one look and lost his religion exclaiming “I told
you about those G. D. orphan make cars……you can’t
get parts!!”. Andy was able to talk his father off the
ledge, he explained that Checker was still around and
still producing cars. His father opened the
hood, recognized the motor, and said “ah…..this
engine was used in forklifts”.
Soon after Andy performed a total frame overhaul and
that Checker was alive! According to Andy he thought
i
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this is just another example of the delusions
caused by C.O.P.D. To the afflicted, the
Checker actually looks “cool” but to any normal
car fan the Checker looks nerdy.

Being a young rodder, Andy installed a four
speed Muncie, behind a warmed up 327
Chevy, modified for speed, Andy would street
drag race his Checker. “I will never forget the
old Grey Ghost my first Checker”, now infected
with C.O.P.D. Andy’s first Checker would lead to
more acquisitions and a life long quest to buy
as many Checkers as possible.

A big THANK YOU goes out to Andy for all his help
keeping our Checkers out of the weeds. Andy is always
there for us, his advise and knowledge in invaluable.
Thankfully Andy’s affliction is contagious and many of us
have it.

That said the Checker Cab Club serves two purposes,
we celebrate Checkers and we are support group for the
small group of car fans afflicted by C.O.P.D. If you are
afflicted with C.O.P.D and would like to seek help for this
disorder, please join the Facebook Checker Cab Club
and we will be more than happy support you or buy your
Checker.

Today Andy owns four Checkers and is trying to
buy more. Now many people might find this
affliction problematic, but for the over 800
members of the Checker Cab Club, we
understand this disorder. We understand it,
because many of our members also share
Andy’s view of the world. We love our
Checkers.
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Checker Cab Club Profile
William Crawford
Bill Crawford is a familiar name to any
Checker Cab Club member who participates
on the Checker Cab Club Facebook
page. Bill actively posts pictures of his
Checkers every week in the Facebook
group. The photos are dynamic, since Bill
joined the group earlier this year he has
documented his Checker in all four season all
over the metropolitan Seattle area.
We recently had a chance to speak with Bill
and learned that he is a very talented
guy. Bill has never had any professional
training in photography! More amazing is that
all of the photos that Bill has shared with us
on Facebook were shot using his cell phone!
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As we all know Checkers, all look the
same, but as we have always
maintained, each Checker is
different. That said Bill’s Checker
wagon is very unique, it’s powered by a
Mercedes Benz five cylinder diesel
engine! Bill has several other
Checkers that he has not shared with
us, and let’s just say when finished
they will be the most unique Checkers
we have ever seen.
Like many Checker owners, Bill is a
unique individual. Bill, first fell in love
with Checkers over 50 years ago, at
the young age of five. He currently
lives on a boat with an irrational
fourteen year old “cujo” terrier. Bill
enjoys scuba diving and has held a
pilots license in the past. He as USAF
veteran and has three kids and four
grandchildren.
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Checker Cab Club Website Update
Thanks to John Logan we have now loaded over 640 Checker Motors Corporation Engineering Graphic
Illustrations onto the website! Everything from 1964 thru 1969. The most complete collection of Checker
illustrations ever organized for the public. Totally FREE all documents are downloadable and printable,
please enjoy!

Each year is broken down by category, with
full menu for every document type

Just one of the 640 Checker Engineering
Illustrations now available on the website
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World Largest Museum Collection of
Checkers at NATMUS

Auburn, Indiana is one of the most historic automotive
towns in the US and it now claims the biggest Checker
collection on display in the world. The National Truck
and Automobile Museum now has eight historic
Checkers on display that span a production run of four
decades.

Well known Checker collector Bob Welsh
donated his six Checker automobiles to the
National Automotive and Truck Museum in
2012. When Bob Welsh of Indianapolis offered
to donate his six Checker automobiles to the
National Automotive and Truck Museum,
museum director Don Grogg didn’t hesitate.
According to KPC News, Grogg stated “He’d
talked to another museum, but they didn’t
respond quickly enough,” Grogg said. “I said,
‘We’d love to have them.”
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The collection acquired by NATMUS includes three
automobiles that were used as personal vehicles and three
taxi cabs. The six NATMUS Checkers span the years 1964
to 1981. The collection includes a 1969 model A12D and
1970 22-foot-long A12W8 Aerobus. NATMUS created a
Checkers Gallery where the six vehicles will be displayed.

The A12E is waiting for its original owner to return

Welsh, donated a 1981 Checker Model A12E
Marathon, this vehicle came with one
condition. The owner prior to Welsh, now
deceased was a believer in
reincarnation. Terms of the original sale from
the estate to Welsh stipulated that in the
event that the previous owner did return via
reincarnation, the car is to be returned back
to the reincarnated owner. The deceased
owner’s pipe and tobacco are stored in the
glovebox for his enjoyment upon returning
from the dead.
In the gallery is a rare 1964 Checker A12
Marathon equipped with a Continental
engine, 64 was the last year the engine was
offered in a Checker. Welsh also donated a
66 Marathon A12W wagon. A stunning red
wagon it is powered by a GM 350 V8. Car
number six from the Welsh collection is a
Checker A11 propane taxi in Boston Checker
Cab livery.

This past summer the Checker Cab Club annual
show was held at NATMUS. Two Checker were left
on loan, Joe Fay’s 1950 Checker A4 and 1957
Checker Model A8 Drivermatic Special. Both
survivors are the only know survivors in the world.
Doubling the size of The Gilmores collection of four
rare Checkers, NATMUS now is the demonstrated
Checker leader.

The Proposed 1947 Parmelee Checker
Model C Limo
The Checker Model A was only made for one full year
1940, and a shortened 1941 model year run due to WWII.
Over the years the rumor grew up that CEO and founder
Morris Markin melted down all the body tools and dies for
the war effort.
Automobile production ceased during the fight against
Adolph Hitler and the Japanese. During this period,
Checker participated in the fight by supplying the army
with trailers to be used with that new invention of the war
the Jeep.

used on the classic Cord 810. Snow would eventually
become the head of engineering and a Checker board
member. He would be at Checker until his death in
1961.
Morris Markin hired Ray Dietrich as a consultant in May
As the war ended, Checker was facing the challenge of 1938, for the hefty sum of one hundred dollars a day.
designing and producing a new post war car. During this Like Snow, Dietrich was an experienced designer,
having worked for Briggs and eventually Chrysler.
period Checker utilized two innovative professionals:
Dietrich’s rise at Chrysler was largely based to his
Herbert J Snow and Ray Dietrich. Snow was formerly
redesign of the Chrysler Airflow, with his resulting
the chief of engineering at Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg.
Airstreams saving Chrysler from the sales failure of the
While at A-C-D, Snow was the engineering leader who
Airflow.
designed the front wheel drive system used on the

Now, with two of the automotive industry’s top engineers,
Checker set out to introduce a replacement for the Model
A. Called the Model C, the new, very unconventional
Checker was to be very different from Checkers of the
past, or for that matter any US produced car of the day.
Snow’s proposal would be a rear engine/rear drive
vehicle, much like the Volkswagen Microbus of the 1950s.
In a memo in May 1945 Snow laid out his vision. He wrote
“The primary purpose of a vehicle of this kind is to
carry passengers comfortably and economically. To
do this, passengers must be placed in the most
advantageous seating and riding position. The vehicle
must be light if it is to operate economically. Keeping
weight to a minimum means that the entire vehicle
must be as compact as possible without any sacrifice
in passenger space.”
The project progressed to the development of a mule, it
utilized a side valve Continental 6 placed transversely in
the rear of the cab, mated to a Warner three speed
manual transmission.

The overall length of the cab was 198.5 inches
and the wheelbase was 100 inches.
As was always the case with Checker being an
“assembled car”, many components for the Model
C were sourced from the “parts bin” of other
makers and independent component producers.
In the case of the test mule, the front and
rear suspension, brakes and wheels were from
Studebaker.

As was always the case with Checker being an “assembled car”, many components for the Model C were
sourced from the “parts bin” of other makers and independent component producers. In the case of the test
mule, the front and rear suspension, brakes and wheels were from Studebaker.
In addition to the standard taxicab Model C, plans also called for an airport limo to be used by Checker
affiliate Paramalee. In the mid 1940’s, Chicago’s intercity transportation industry, was controlled by three
distinct firms, Yellow Cab, Checker Cab and the Parmelee Company. The latter firm dated to 1853 when its
founder and namesake, Franklin Parmelee, established the city’s first omnibus line. By 1947 Checker
CEO Morris Markin owned all three Chicago intercity transportation companies.
Parmelee needed more than just standard
taxicabs, they purchased airport limos that could
hold up to ten to twelve passengers and
luggage. In the 1930’s Parmalee used extended
length Checker Model Y’s (essentially the 30’s
version of the Aerobus).
Checker never produced Model A limos for the
Model A short run of 1940-41 period Given that, by
the end of the war Parmelee was most likely in great
need of new airport limos.

CCM Blueprint 65655 Outline of Airport Limo June 18th 1946

Most of the Parmelee limo fleet in 1947 could be
10 years old or older, far beyond their dependable
commercial service life.
Thru the generosity of the Markin family, the Checker
Cab Club has in it’s possession a blueprint for the
proposed Model C airport limo. Upon review of the
blueprint it’s clear that the Model C limo was
unique, the total wheelbase was drawn at 149 inches
and the rear track measured at whooping 81 inches,
width door to door 86 inches! Total length of the
proposed limo would be 247.5 inches about 12 inches
longer than the 1961 Checker six door Aerobus.

The expanded width would allow for seating for four
persons per row. With three rows the Airport limo
could seat twelve passengers. To put his into
perspective the overall rear track for a 1942 Cadillac
Series 75 was 62.5. inches, the Model C limo would
have been very wide when compared to the
Cadillac, a full 17.5 inches wider!

Long and wide the Model C would be hard to move
about any large city or tight
areas. Knowing the challenges of Chicago, the
proposed design had include considerations of the
confines of Midway Airport. The blueprints indicate
that a short front end had to be designed in order to
maneuver the garage ramp for the Midway Parmelee
terminal.
From a styling perspectives the proposed Model C
would have a streamline body. Interestingly many of
the styling cues used for the Model C can be seen in
the Model D and the actual post war produced Model
A2. The curved rectangular window openings,
slanted back windshield and curved fenders all
eventually made their way to the 1947 Model A2.
The test mule went through extensive testing, and
the results were poor. Prior to his death, Snow
recounted to automotive writer Karl Ludvigsen the
facts of the

“The objections to this design were that a vehicle of
this type with the engine mounted in the rear
behind the rear axle cannot have good weight
distribution on a short wheelbase. There was too
much weight on the rear wheels for good
roadability and performance. Furthermore we had
passenger seats facing each other as in trains and
this we considered would be very objectionable to
the passengers who rode backwards in the front
seat.’
With poor handling and questionable passenger
comfort, the project was killed. Post the Model C and
D projects Checker

Parmalee would not get the extremely weird Model C
airport limo, instead the Parmalee would purchase
special bodies six door wagons. Upon review of the
1950 A4 wagon, the greenhouse is very similar to the
Model C limo, however the overall width is far shorter
than the Model C.
The Model C limo never made it to the test mules
phase. Prior to Snow’s discovery that handling was
problematic, Checker did build a test rolling chassis
for the Model C limo. As of 1973 the chassis did still
exist at the plant, that said, Its highly likely that
had the rolling chassis survived till 2009, it was most
likely was scrapped during Checker liquidation.
Upon review of both the Model C and Model D
projects at Checker, it’s very clear that Checker
engineering were open to non conventional
automotive platforms. That said, Checker was
actually successful with traditional automotive
designs. One can only imagine how earth shattering
the proposed Checker would be had they been
introduced in the post war period

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Dec 27th 2016

Seller’s Description:CI V8 turbo 400 automatic. Fact A/C , power
steering, power disc brakes, CSX suffix code designates 1973
350/245 H.P. V8 appears original, showing just 81,090 miles, &
drives flawlessly. This sturdy survivor was born in Kalamazoo Mich.
with a heritage dating back to 1923. Checkers claim to fame was its
tough big city taxi cab background. This well maintained example
appears to be privately owned & driven. Original & never patched
floor & trunk pans are a testament to the car's western past. Truly
unique & deserving of its place of importance in automotive history &
American built durability, with the last one built July 1982. When did
you last see one?

Auto Gallery Colorado Colorado Springs, CO $15,600.00

1968 Checker Station Wagon, 350 chevy engine,
automatic, runs good, no rust, interior very good, drives
well. we have listed this car for a business assoc.
please call Larry with any question at
Arundel, Maine
207-590-6170

Andy Taylor via email Tempola@AOL.com 1970 Marathon. This car has a 250
6, Motor and transmission rebuilt by myseld,very solid and arrow straight
body,chrome very nice, solid original floorboards. I added power steering and
power disc brakes HEI ignition & GM alternator.Glass and windshield perfect..
Needs paint, window tracks and interior redone, (dried out) Will drive home
anywhere. I drove this car to AZ and back last april, with no issues. 3K
OBO...motivated to sell more pics on request..

1972 Wagon for sale. Time for a new home. Central Wisconsin location,
formerly from Red Wing, MN. Some frame rust, with a hole on back left, at
rear springs. Crack to one of the roof-rack supports. Crink in hood at one
spring mount. Made into a Unibody when painted by previous owner. Bondo.
$1750 as is where is. Summertime photos with air in the tires. It will need a
trailer, preferably with a winch. Already with a 1/2 inch of snow frosting it.
Thank you very much. PM.

Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker: 1978 Checker
Promotional Picture, Can you spot the blopper?
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9331 Johnell Road
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sales@checkerparts.com
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